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Tale of 
the Phone & the Robot



SMS Verification Hacks



Protect profile changes



Phone Change

Email Change

****

****

Solution



Solutions

Send an SMS to the old phone number



PIN form bruteforcing



Solutions

- Stop validating codes after a certain number of attempts.

- Invalidate code after a short period of time.



SMS Flooding



Solutions

Limit number of “Resend” uses.



Disposable phone numbers

Beware: yopmail for phones exists!



Solutions

Validate phone numbers legitimacy.



SenderID Spoofing



Don’t use brands as SenderID



Social Engineering…
...because humans are easy to crack!



Give context!



Website Crawling



Attacker’s objectives

- Study business’ market

- Create a phishing website with real data

- Gather content for resell



Hard to protect

- Regular users should not be impacted

- No generic solution



Testing
A robot is more productive than a human, let’s exploit it!



= IP = Session

Time interval

Counting sessions per IP



= IP = Session

Time interval

Counting visits per session



Website Crawling
Does user uses proxies?

If $_SERVER ($request->server->get() in Symfony) contains 
one of the following keys, answer is YES.
CLIENT_IP, FORWARDED, FORWARDED_FOR, FORWARDED_FOR_IP, HTTP_CLIENT_IP, 
HTTP_FORWARDED, HTTP_FORWARDED_FOR, HTTP_FORWARDED_FOR_IP, 
HTTP_PC_REMOTE_ADDR, HTTP_PROXY_CONNECTION', HTTP_VIA, HTTP_X_FORWARDED, 
HTTP_X_FORWARDED_FOR, HTTP_X_FORWARDED_FOR_IP, HTTP_X_IMFORWARDS, 
HTTP_XROXY_CONNECTION, VIA, X_FORWARDED, X_FORWARDED_FOR

High-anonymous proxies are rare.



Hiding a strategy on an image



Javascript execution



Scoring
What can I do with those failing and succeeding tests?



Sum - mary

- Give a score to all failing tests and sum them

- If score reaches a limit, Boom!



Level up!

- User’s new session starts level 1

- Each obstacle (easiest to hardest) makes level up

- Most sensible features only available for high-leveled users



Boom!
They are crawlers! What can we do?



Captcha



Slowness Sandbox

2 μs

3 seconds



Questions

Slides available at:
https://github.com/ninsuo/slides



Follow me!
@nbrussonThanks!


